Similarities of the neuronal circuit for the induction of fictive vomiting between ferrets and dogs.
Previous studies suggested that the following neuronal circuit participates in the induction of vomiting by afferent vagal stimulation in decerebrated paralyzed dogs: (1) afferent fibers of the vagus nerve, (2) neurons of the solitary nucleus (NTS), (3) neurons of the prodromal sign center near the semicompact part of the nucleus ambiguus (scAMB), (4) neurons of the central pattern generator in the reticular area adjacent to the compact part of nucleus ambiguus (cAMB), (5) respiratory premotor neurons in the caudal medulla, (6) motor neurons of the diaphragm and abdominal muscles. However, the commonality of this neuronal circuit in different species has not yet been clarified. Thus, this study was conducted to clarify this point. This study clarified for the first time that fictive vomiting in decerebrated paralyzed ferrets could be induced by vagal stimulation, and could be identified by centrifugal activity patterns of the phrenic and abdominal muscle nerves. The distributions of c-Fos immunoreactive neurons in the NTS, scAMB and cAMB areas in ferrets that exhibited fictive vomiting were denser than those in ferrets that did not. Application of the nonNMDA receptor antagonist into the 4th ventricle produced the reversible suppression of fictive vomiting. The NK1 receptor immunoreactive puncta were found in the reticular area adjacent to the scAMB. Microinjections of NK1 receptor antagonist into the reticular areas on both sides abolished fictive vomiting. All these results in the ferrets are identical with results previously obtained in dogs and cats. Therefore, this suggests that the above neuronal circuit commonly participates in the induction of emesis in these animal species.